Wheatland Cattle Co. Annual Bull Sale
March 23rd, 2017
Bienfait, Saskatchewan
Auctioneer: Chris Poley
Sale Management: T Bar C Cattle Co. Ltd.

Sale Results
35 Simmental Yearling Bulls  Averaged  $14,728.57
3  Angus Yearling Bulls  Averaged  $22,750.00
38 Bulls Grossed $583,750.00 And Averaged $15,361.84
8 Penns of Simmental Influence Commercial Heifers  Averaged  $4,453.13

Total Sale Grossed $619,375.00

High Selling Simmental Bulls
Lot 11 – Wheatland Bull 630D by Wheatland Final Affair was purchased by Labatte Simmentals, Gladmar, SK; Cowtrax Cattle Co., Val Marie, SK; Soderglen Ranches Ltd., Airdrie, AB and Circle 7, Shaunavon, SK for $100,000.00

Lot 23 – Wheatland Revenue 677D by Profit was purchased by Dusty Rose Simmentals, Arcola, SK and Kevin Brigden, Kisbey, SK for $77,000.00

Lot 33 – Wheatland Exchange 6139D by Profit was purchased by Lazy S Ranch Inc., Mayerthorpe, AB for $52,000.00

Lot 2 – Wheatland Bull 603D by Wheatland Bull 680S was purchased by Dugdale AgCo, Melville, SK for $24,000.00

Lot 14 – Wheatland Bull 641D by Wheatland Royal Flush 435 was purchased by Lazy S Ranch Inc., Mayerthorpe, AB for $22,000.00

Lot 18 – Wheatland Bull 656D by Wheatland Final Affair was purchased by Circle 7, Shaunavon, SK and Cowtrax Cattle Co., Val Marie, SK for $21,000.00

Lot 35 – Wheatland Bull 6143D by Profit was purchased by Daines Cattle Co., Red Deer County, AB for $15,500.00
Lot 19 – Wheatland Bull 660D by Profit was purchased by Dieter Rucks, Oxbow, SK for $15,000.00

Lot 32 – Wheatland Bull 6137D by Profit was purchased by Bar N Ranch, Texas for $12,500.00

Lot 1 – Wheatland Bull 601D by Wheatland Bull 680S was purchased by Dudgeon Cattle Co., Dobbinton, ON for $10,250.00

Lot 17 – Wheatland Bull 648D by Wheatland Bull 298Z was purchased by Flying F Ranch, Weyburn, SK for $10,000.00

**High Selling Angus Bulls**
Lot 40 – Mich Wheatland Capital Gain 6113 by KR Cash Flow was purchased by JP Cattle Co., McAuley, MB for $50,000.00

Lot 38 – Mich Wheatland Wiley 628 by RC Wiley Post 9304B Exar was purchased by Arda Farms, Acme, AB for $10,000.00